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1. Do Use Subject Lines That Have Less
Than 30 Characters (Including Spaces) 

Why is that important? 

You see, in this age more and more people
read their emails on phones. 

And phones have less space for showing the
subject line. 

That means, if your subject line will have more
than 30 characters it won’t be completed in a
phone email inbox. And that can be a huge
disadvantage.

2. Do Deliver Value For The Customer

Especially, answer the “What’s in it for me?”
question. 



A good persuasive email is one that helps
the customer in some or another way.

Justify your email by providing a solution to
a problem that they might be facing.

3. Don’t Make The Email Too Long

Your email should be as short and to-the-
point as possible (unless you’re testing).

Always edit to clarify, but if your email is too
long (like 3 pages or more of text), you can
edit to shorten it. 

People hate reading emails that are long as
hell. Nobody wants to read tough things. But
again, edit to shorten only if the amount of
text is longer than 3 pages. 

Otherwise, don’t! 



4. Don’t Buy Email Lists

While buying email lists might seem like a quick
and easy way to expand your reach, you
definitely do not get the bang for your buck for
which you’re looking. 

Buying email lists can not only negatively impact
the standing of your domain and the
deliverability of your emails, but you’ll also find
out that these are not quality lists. 

Email marketing is most effective when you
deliver a relevant, helpful message to people who
have at least some familiarity with your brand
and have asked to receive that information. 

When you buy lists, the people you email likely
don’t have any familiarity with your brand and
have not asked for you to communicate with
them.



Additionally, because you likely know very little
about them, it’s difficult to ensure you’re
sending relevant communications. 

5. Do Make It Easy To Opt-Out

Another logistical concern to which you need to
pay attention is opt-outs. 

Legally, you need to offer an opt-out option for
your emails, but even if that wasn’t the case,
doing so is simply a best practice in keeping
your prospects happy and maintaining a positive
brand image. 

As a result, make sure that you make this
process as easy as possible. 

6. Don’t Lie Or Mislead

Don’t lie, nobody likes liars... 

Lying destroys your credibility, kills your brand
trust, and annihilates your business. 



Never lie to your subscriber in emails. It’s more
dangerous than a doornail. You’ll see what you’ll
reap if you’ll lie. 

7. Do Be Respectful 

A person’s inbox is their private space – as such,
treat it that way. 

Writing and having someone read what you say
is a privilege. 

Take on that mindset when you’re next sending
out an email blast. Your readers will like you all
the more for it.

8. Do Make The Email Specific

Specificity makes the email more believable and
persuasive. Make everything you can as specific
as possible.



Consider this example with numbers. Which is
more persuasive? 

“You will make a lot of money.” 

Or... 

“You will make an extra $1,594.12 a week!” 

I would bet the second one sounds more
compelling to you

9. Do Make Tangible Promises!

You should never expect your reader to take on
the job of figuring out your tangible value. It’s
your job to be clear. 

Once you’ve determined your key benefits and
core value, push those messages a step further
by turning airy or intangible promises into real
messages your visitor can sink their teeth into –
without thinking! 



10. Don’t Use Small Tight Fonts Or
Spacing

If you will, your email will immediately become
boring pitch nobody likes to read, and you will
repel your readers. 

Doing this is your one-way ticket to the trash
can. Instead, use normal size fonts and spacing.

11. Don’t Bore Your Reader...Ever! 

People like to have fun! We all like to be
entertained! 

So DON’T ever assume your reader will be cool
with reading your boring $$$ copy.


